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WISCONSIN RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
CENTER FOR COGNITIVE LEARNING -

MISSION .

The mission of the-Wisconsin Research and Development Center
for Cognitive Learning is to help learners develop-as-rapidly
and effectively as possible their potential as human beings
and as contribuy.ng members of society. ..The R&D Center is

striving to fulfill this goal by

conducting research to discover' more about

how children learn '' ,

developing improed instructional strategies,
processis and materials for school administrators,
teachers, and children, and

offering, assistance t ,educators and citizens
which will help transfer the outcomes of research

. - .

d development into practice

PROGRAM

..e
The activities 'ofrthe Wisconsin R&D Center are organized

aroundpfle unifying theme, Individually Guided Education:

......

FUNDING ,

The Wisconsin R&D Center_is.suppordwith funds from the
National. Institute of Education; e Bureau of Education for

the Handicapped, U.S. Office of Education; and the Uhiversity
of Wisconsin...
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.INTRODUCE ION

.

Thb follow ng lessons were developedfor usefin a study with

fifth grade s udenA to determine whether ar not the children's

'1

concept lea ing could be accelerated. The science concept "tree"

was saIect d to be taught in the study. The instructional strategies
.

e lessons had been shown in,prellous/studies to facilitate,used in t

. .

concept learning when used either singly or in combination with one

.
,

anothe As reported by McMurray, Bernard, and Klaugmeier (1974),

these instructional strategies are: a) 'use of a definition (AndeiSon

1 .
-

.
,

& Kulhavy, 1972; Feldman & Klausmeier, 1974) b) empirical selection

of concept examples through an instance probability analysis (Woolley

& Tennyson, 1972) c) use of rational sets of examples.. and nonexamioles

( rjcle &Tiemann, .19.69; Feldman,, 1972; Swanson, 1972) d) pairing of

,

examples with nonexanples (Tennyson, Woolley, & Merrill, 1072;

McMurray,'1974; Houtz, Moore & Davis,,1973) e)' emphasis of relevant.

attributes (Rasmussen & Archer, 1261), f) .teaching of a strategy

(Bourne, 1966), g) immediate feedback (Clark, 1971), and h) active

invblverpent by the student (Pigget, 1964).

The lessons 'were designed to teach the concept "tree" to he

formal level of concept attainment as'speciiied in the Model of '

Conceptual Learning. and. Development (Klausmeier, Ghatala, & Frayer,

1974). Instruction was divided into two parts, each part constituting

one lesson. The first lea4en (TR I) presents the de ping attributes
4

of the concept "tree" and teaches the children labelfo these

I

4.
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defining attributes. The second lesson (TR II) presents the'

definition of "tre e", presents a ratppal set of,exanples and

nonexamples of the concept, and teaches,a_strategy for evaluating

whether or not an instance is an example or nonexampl& of the
4

;

'concept. In both lessons the children are actively involved in thg

learning process by responding to questions, drawing pictures

showing the definang attributes /, and evaluating examples and non-
,

examples of the concept., ImMediate feedback is given the children

regarding the &)rrectnes1 of their responses'.
.

'.4 4
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Directions for Administeritg Lesion

TR I

Good Morning

'

When ypu hear your name called, please come up and get a lesson

I

booklet. When you get your booklet, write or print your name, your

teacher's name, and the name of your school on the cover. Also put

your grade and today's date. Then gircle whethet you are a boy or a

girl. I'll put the sChOol's name and the date on the board.

I am passing out more than one kind .of lesson. It may be that

you are reading a different kind of lesson from everyone. else.

But don t'whrry about it because this'is the way it's supposed to

be. Please do not open your booklet until I tell you to.

(Pass out booklets. Wait until everyone has filled in cover.)

Your are going to read this lesson to yourself. 'While you

, are readingthere.may be somet7Otds that you cannot xead; If you

raise ygur hand,I will come by and tell you what the words are.

Also, if you come to a part that you dontt,ulderptand, raise,/your

hand and I will come by.

Now turrt to the birstoage wheie it gays WORD LIST. These are
\..

some of the words which you may find in your lessons. Because some

. of them may be new to,you, let's take a-minute to go over them.

The first word is . Now let's say it all together.
4

The next wid.is . (Continue until .all the words clave'been.

pronounced.)

9

1
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peXennial
:c.

1:4ctsria

Abserb , evergreens
-

Minerals - Roman -,
symbol tassels . .-

transport decidere,
substances ,autumn

develop
Mayan baM600
coniferous whorled
deciduous alternate
Hindu - Arabic Latin
energy ,

t '4

From now on there can be no talking to each_other or out loud.

000

D'4

If you want to ask a question, raise your hand. Do not disturb

_your classmates.

Are there any .question01 NO,tEg. c ng please. Now turn the page
'

'and ,begin reading.

A
I r

ti

10
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Name

NIP

..

TR I

School

Grade

tr.

Teacher

Dater

Circle one t. Girl Boy

3

11

V
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WORD LIST

4

, perennial

absorb

minerals

symbol

transpoit

substances

develop

Mayan

.coniferous

.deciduous

Hindu-Arabic

energy

b.acteria

evergreens

Roman '

L

r-

tassels-

decidere

autumn

shrub.

bamboo

'whorLed

alternate

Latin

12 .

4



We live in the world.

5

to

JP
,

a

But we're not alone. Tere are many things in the world besides us.
(You've probablY,fi:inicedl)

Everythingin the world belongs to one of two groups:

IEverything in the world

. o'

)

q

13 .4,

/

s

I.

,

16
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worldWe can'also put all the living thinge in the orld Into two groups:
,

.

k.
%

rgverything in the world i

%,. .

;se

c

Non-Living Things

01

All living things are either plants or animals. This lesson is.

about plants. ,Pir.d you ready? .Here are some plptures of differetit plants.

*ft



Ileaves I

Plants. differ from each other in many ways.

Some plants have

ame plants have

Some, plants have

et

roots grid some plants. haven't.

u.,AL

roots

.

7

no roots

and some plants haven't.

tip

rA

r

and some plants haven't..

seeds-

leaves

no seeds

(na.sleaves
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\

-Some plants havel one main stem' and some plants
have more than one main stem.

Some plants have
haven't.

and soine, plants

r

p

one main stem

S

/

wdody stem

\

Some plants live for many years and some plants
live for only a short time. Plants that
.live for-many years are Called,

,/)

Iperennia4

16

perennial

k

e

1a.11

many stems

non-woody st

non-perennial



woody stem I perennial
.

9

Just now we said some things about plants and we used these words:

roots needs leaves Ione main stem I

In this lesson you will learn what these words mean. Try to:REMEMBER'the

words as you learn about them. Y2u'll need to-know them lateron.

#* '

.

I
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Let's begin with roots.

They're underground. But th

plat in the soil so it won'

a

ROOTS

Most of the time we can't sei the roots of plants.e 1-

'y do several, things for the plant. They hold the,

t fall over. They absorb minerals and water from

the soil and transport them to other parts of the plant. jlants need minerals

and water to stay alive. And roots also store food and other substances.

Many plants slave roots. But very simple plants, like-seaweeds and mosses,

have no realroats at all. They don't need roots. Other parts of the simple

plants do the jobs of roots.

V

,no ANaAs

Draw a picture here of a plant

with roots.- (Clue:

flower)

,a plant with a

I

18

*

Draw a picture here of a plant

without roots. (Clue: a seaweed)

I

ds
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Questions

.
. .

_Bead these sentences. Circle the word TRUE if the sentence is correct.
.,. . .

Circle the word FALSE is the sentence is not correct.

IF YOdiRE NOT SUREIOF AN ANSWER, LOOK BACK AND FIND IT.

a

6 ., 4 . '
1. Plants need minerals and water to le. TRUE FALSE

, .

2. Roots "absorb water.and qingrals from the soil. TRUE FALSE

3. Ali plants have roots,

, . /
-7X '

,.. . -
,

O

TRUE FALSE

.9
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a I

Here are the answers.

1. Plants neea`minerals and water to live.

2. Roots absorb water and mi1nerals from the soil.

3. All plants have roots.

[Very simple-plants don't have real roots.]

a
2O

A

4



SEEDS-]

13

Now let's take a look at seeds.
,

.1
Some plants have seeds and others don't. Fbr.examples. a dandelion has

seeds, but a.mushroom doesn't. Planta that have seeds are called seed plants.

New plants grow from Seeds. Under the right conditions, a seed vi11

A ti

develop into a new giant. For example, under the right conditions, an apple

seed will grow into an npple tree.

Here are some different kinds of seeds.

apple seeds
f

coconut

Draw an apple seed in this box.

1

This is an

corn kernel

4.

4

seed.

This seed will grow into an tree.

21

1
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There are two kinds ofseej plants. Seed,..11]:: that have flowers

and seed plants that have, cones. The seeds of plants that have flowers

,$

grow and develop Inside the flowers. The seeds of plants;that. have cones

grow and dev.tlop inside the cones., You can probably think of many plants

4

that have flowers--rosebughes, apple.trees, and dandelions. Yfu can'.

probably think of plants that have cones too--like pine tree.

Seeds vow

inside of

Flowe

and

cones.

Cone

Plants that have cones are called coniferous. Can you see the yore

cone in the word coniferous? Draw a circle around the letters in coniferous

that mean.cone:

CONIFEROUS

WC

a
a ro

4

22

1

441
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.

r

Here is the answer:

,

a

UROUS

.. I

The first three letters are the part that means cone.
1

-p.

Try to remember:

a

V 1*

a

A The seeds of tsOferous plants grow inside the cones.
. ,

NO

15

./

.
4

The seeds of plants that have flowers grow inside the flowers.

a-

,

l

Ii

23

I

,.

a

a

I

e
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Questions

Read these sentences. Circle the word TRUE if the sentence is correct.

Ciicle thg word FALSE if tyYsentence'is not correct.

IF YOU'RE NOT SURE OF AN ANSWER, LOOK BACK AND FIND IT.

1. New seed plants grow from deeds.

2. All plantS have seeds.

3. All seed plants have flowers.

41"
Draw a ciicle,around the correct answer for question #4.

Seedi,polants that have cones are called:.

,

deciduous enclosed coniferous

24

e
TRUE. FALSE /

(TRUE FALSE,

TRUE FALSE
4
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Here are the answers.
I

1. New seed plants,grow from seeds.

' 2. All plants have seeds.

Not all 'plants have seds.Remember,.gimple
plants like mushrooms, have no seeds.]

3. A 1 seed plants have flowers.
)

[Some seed plAQts have flowers,
aild some have cones.2

4. Seed plvts that have cones are called:

.

deciduous enclosed

1'

r

1.7

)

4

TRUE

ti
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LEAVES

What do leevea do 'for a.plant? The main thing that leaves do is

make food. They make food using the energy from the sun.

Another importantNtll'ingethat leaves do is store food and water.

Some simple plants, like bacteria and mushrooms, have no real leaves,at all.

mushroom

A simple plant

.1 have no leaves!

4..

26



There are two main kinds of leaves. .

Needle Leaves

J

Here is a sewing needle.

and

4

S

19

Broad Leaves

And here is a leaf from a'needle leaf plant.

Can you see why needle leaves are called needle leaves? Goalry

ID

Broad means wide. Broad leaves are wider than needle leaves. Here are

some broad leaves.

r

Draw a pt4timetere of a
plant with needle leaves.

(Cluef a pine tree)

'r)

Draw a picture here of a
'plant with broad leaves.
(Clue: a maple tree),
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0

. '

All plants with needle Naves are coniferous. Do you remember the

I

word coniferous? It means that the plant has cones. Plants' with needle

leaves are also green all year round. So they are called evergreens.

They don't lose all thipir leaves in the fall when it grows cold. Their

needles fall and are replaced as they lose them A few at a time all year long.

Because plants with needle leaves ate coniferous and are green all year

round, they are called coniferous evergreens.

t

)

coniferous evergreen shrub

4

28
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t

Molit agroks with broad leaves have flowers. Think about a rose bush
ye dr

vf,

or a water 141y-.1irTlye.Y have broad leaves and flowers. Other plants have

flowers that don't really look like flowers. For example, the flower4 of the

oak tree are long green tassEs that bloo 6 in the spring.

There is also something else that is important about plants with broad

leaves. Most plants with broad leaves are deciduous.' /be word deciduous

comes fromin old Latin word, "decidere," that means "to fall." You see,

deciduous plants lose all of their leaves in the autumn'at the end Of the

growing season. That's why we call autumn the Fall of the year.

decfduous broad leaf tree
4

IV

29

r

e
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A

' 22

.Try to remember:

Plants with.needle leaves are coniferous and, are green all year round.

They -are called coniferous evergreens.

V

Most plants with broad leaves have flowers and are deciduous.

.--
Deciduous plants lose their leaves in the fall.

4

er

30
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Questions

IF YOU'RE NOT, SURE OF AN ANSWER, LOOK BACK AND FIND IT.

1. All plants have Ieavts.

2. Leaves make food.

3. There are two kinds of leaves: ,

needle leaves and broad leaves.

4. All plants wits needle leaves are coniArous.

5.. Plants with ntedle leaves lose their leaves
in the fall.

6. Most broad leaf plantg are deciLous 'and

have flowers. '

7. Deciduous trees lose their leave's in
the Spring.

'/

TRUE FALSE

TRUE FALSE

TRUE FALSE

TRUE FALSE

TRUE FALSE

TRUE FALSE

TRUE FALSE

23

4

V

,

31.
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z
Here are the answers. .

1., All plants have leaves% 1UE

[Some simple plants do not
have leaves.]

2. Leaves make food.

3. There are two kinds of leaves:

needle leaves and broad leaves.

4. All plants with needle leaves are coniferous.
...,---

5. Plants with needle leaves lose their leaves F
in the fall.

I

[Most coniferous trees are green
all year long.]

a

6. Most plants with broad leaves are deciduous and
have flowers.

TRUE

t

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE,

.4i

srlt4..SE

7. Deciduous trees lose their leaves in
1 the Spring. TRUE (FALSE

[Deciduous trees lose their leaves
in the Fall.]

A

t.

r

.%

I

,

... 4

o

t

,

32
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I STEMS

The stem carries water and minerals from the roots to the leaves and

from the'leaves to ttie roots. It also supports the plant and stores food

and water.

40
. I'm tired of supporting
you and carrying and
storing your food and
water.

C

Oh, yeah?

.

Some very simple plants, like mosses, hitVe no real steps at all.

rs,

;
(.11P ,

ki

. 33
c ,4

f
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Some plants have many main stems,: like rose bushes and shrubs.

This plant has four main stems.

6

Other plants, like trees and sunflowers, 'have onlyone,main.atem.

This sunflower has one main stem.
.

%

The roots of each plant grow from one centrarplace.

N.\

4

,\ .

Even the roots of a plant with many mainietems grow Prom one ceriiial place.

r.

A

34

1..
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Sodetimes,many plants of the same kind grow together in a clump.

Birch trees usually grow together in a clump. But, each birch tree

has its own roots.

, 27

Plants that grow together, like the birch trees and like bamboo, sometimes

look like one plant with many main stems. But if we could see underneath

the ground, we'd notice that each of the plants has its own roots growing

from one central'place.

one plant
with many
main stems

ti

three plants,
, each with its
own roots
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.

Now auL draw a picture of one plant with many main stems.
.

Be sure it

has roots graiiing from on-ettentral place. (Clue: a rose bush)

t6 .

.

Draw a picture of one plant with one main stem. (Clue: a tree)

s

t.

.
il

I

,

And now draw a picture of more than one plant growing together in a clump.

Be sure each plant has,its. own roots. (Clue: birch trees)

36
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Not all stems *Err &like. Some stems are hard and solid' all thetay

4 .

'through. Stems like this are called woody items. Think of a tree trunk.

Sr

1

t,

It's a woody stem.

4.

Plants with woody stemd"can live for maul years. The stem gets thicker

every year and forms rings.4"If you chop down a tree and look at a slice of

the trunk, you'll see how old it is by counting the Tings. It adds one-ring

for every year.

Other stems are soft or hollow. Think about the seem of a flower or

a piece of grass. They're soft. N )11) w think about a piece of bamboo. Its

hard on the optsidebut hollow on the inside. Look careful* at these

stems. They're all soft or hollow.
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Questions

IF YOU'RE NOT SURE OF AN ANSWER, LOOK BACK AND FIND IT.

1. Stems carry water and minerals.

2. Very simple plants do nit have teal stems.

3. All plants have only one main stem.

4. Some plants have hard, woody stems.
Other plants have soft or holloWstems.

5. Plants that have many main stems
have only one root system.

or

38

TRUE FALSE

TRUE FALSE

TRUE FALSE

TRUE FALSE

TRUE FALSE



Here are the answers.

4

ti

1. Stems' carry water and -minerals.

31

FALSE

2. Very sisple plants don't have real stems. FALSE

3. All plants have only one main stem.

[Some plants have more than

one main stem.]

4. Some plants have hard, woody stems.
-Other plants have soft or hollow stems.

5. Plants that have many main stems
have only one root system.

,4

39

TRUE

FALSE

FALSE
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PERENNIAL

Perennial plants are plants that live for more than two years. Oak

tredi, tulips, and rose bushes are all examples of perennial plants. Some

plan ts grow to be very, very old. In fact, we think the oldest-plant in

the world is 6,000 years ,old! It is a Cyprus tree in China.

Cyprus tree

., ..'

. \ Another old, old tree is the "General Sherman," a redwood tree in
. -

California. It's ,500 years old.

4.

11,

the Genial Sherman

You can see how thick the trunk of the tra
at the people standing next to it

ti

:by look; ng
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Plants that are not perennial die in one or two years. Many flowering

. 'plants (like pansies) and vegetables (like corn and carrot ) are not perennial.
.1 11.

tone year
two yeaca

not perennial

e3,

three years

perennial

6.000 years

This is the inside of.a tree that's lived for many years. It's added
17

a ring for every year it's lived.

How old is this tree? Count the rings.

This _tree is ,. years old. ,
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Here is the answer.

%

ar

The trek is 5 years old!

Now answer these questions.

IF YOU'RE NOT SURE OF AN,ANSWEit, LOOK BACK AND FIND TT.

.

1.- Perennial plants live for many years.
TRUE- ZablFALSE

2.. The oldest plant is 100 years old. TRUE FALSE

42

a
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Here are the answers.

1. Perennial plants,live for many years.

2. The oldest plant is 100,years old.

[The oldest plant is probably
6,000 years old. 4_14_
probably the oldestlfing
thing in the world.]

35

/.



ROOTS I

ONE MAIN STEM I

I

36

LET'S GET IT ALL TOGETHER!

Think of the words you've been reading about.

SEEDS p6

ILEAVES I

[WOODY STEM

PERENNIAL

There 0 only one kind of plant in\he world that has all of these

things together. Do you know what it is?, If you do, draw it here.

LEAVES

. SEEDS

ROOTS

PERENNIAL

ONE MAIN STEM

WOODY STEMS

If you don't know,, turn the page and find out!

44



It is a tree!

41

37/3i

A tree is the only plant that has all these things put together:

1 WOODY STEM(ROOTS SEEDS LEAVES ONE MAIN STEM 1 PERENNIAL

GPO 80111-71115-)
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,Directions for Administering Lessons

TRII
. ,.

N

Good Morning

When,you hear your name called, please come up and get a lesson

booklet. 'When you get your booklet, write or print your name on

the cover. 2z.

Just like yesterday, I'm passing out
:

more than one kind of lesson.

You may be reading a lesson that's different from everybody else's.

That's the way it's supposed to be. Please do not open your booklet

till I tell you to.'

(Pass out the booklets. Wait.till everyone has filled (the

cover.)

Just like yesterday, you're going to)read this lesson tb rselves.

While you're reading there may be- some words that you cannot read.

Then, raise your hands and I'll come by and tell you what the words

are. Also, just as yesterday, if you cone to a part that you don't

understand, raise your hand, and I'll come by.

These lessons will be a Attie 1.fferent from yesterday's

16Ssons, but you'll do them in the same way. Read everything and

think carefully about what you're reading. In some parts, you'll

just be reading. In other parts it will tell you to do something.

If it doesn't tell you to do something, just read the page parefully.

Now, turn to the first page ere it says "won'
\
list".

Because some of these words' may be new to you, let's take a minute

46
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to go over them. The first word is ' , etc.

From now on there can be no talking, to each other. or out loud.

. . .If you want to ask a question, raise your hand. Do, notlisturb

your c aesmates.

. .

Ars therS'any questions? No talking,please. Now turn the
'.---' 7-.

page and begiri reading.

0

F

,

.
0

\

.>

. . , I

'17

..

..

r

(
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TR. II
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WORD LIST

defiriition

curve

seaweed

mushroom

tulip

segment

dandeliOn

lady slipper

herb

opposite

junglm

properties.

stalk.

riddle

el

II ..

. .5 0

..,

I
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In this lesion youare going to-learn abOut trees'. First read the

definition, in the box below. It tells you exactly what a tree is.

A tree is alc.ind of plant. lt has roots,

leaves, and seeds. It also his one main stem that

is woody,. Trees are perennial.

The first thing the definition tells you is that trees are a kind of

plant. Look-iat the twq figures below. How are they different?

2.

%.

Figdre 1 is a.pictuKe of a plant. But figure 2 is not a picture of a

plant. Figure 2 is a picture of a kind of animal--a tiger. Remember,

.t
the fieat impprtant thirig to learn about trees is.that ALL TREES ARE PLANTS.

50
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.?

Now read the definition of tree again.

A tree is a kind of plant. It has roots,

leaves, and seeds. It_also has one main stem that

is woody. Trees are perennial.

1

The next thing the definition says is that all trees have roots. Look.
-

carefully at the two figures below. Figure 3 is a picture of a tree. ItNis

easy to see the tree's roots. Figure 4 is a picture of a very'simple

plant called a seaweed. Some simple plants, like the seaweed, have no roots.

.

3.

Aft

o

4.

' .
.. c. .

e t , '. .. ,,.. . . .
-s. .

. . .

Try to remember that ALL TOES HAVE:'ROOTS:1: '.
,

a

0

0.

.
.

p . .

.1

0

5:1

6

1

I

t
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Look at the definition once more.

9

A tree is a kind of plant. It has roots,

leaves, and seeds. It also has one main stem that

woody. Trees are perennial.

The definition also says that trees have leaves. Look at these figures.

6.

1

- Figure 5 is a picture of a tree. You can ,see the leaves.. Figure 6

is not a picture ora tree.' Figure 6 is anothei picture of a very simple

plant, this time a mushragm. It has no leaves...Mushrobms and all other.

kinds of simple plants have no real leaves.

ALL TREES HAVE LEAVES.

52
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Next look at the definitioh again.

t.

A tree is a kind of plant. It has roots,

leaves, and seeds. It also has one main stem that

is woody. Trees are perennial°. ,

The next thing the definition tells you is that trees have seeds. Look

at tlse figures.

7. 8.

Figure 7 is a picture of a tree, It's hard to draw the seeds on the

tree, so we drew e seednelct to the tree. ,The seed is an acorn: Figure 8
0

is not a picture of a tree.. It's a picture of a fern: Ferns and pimple

plants like.seaweedp and mushrooms do not have seeds

Try to ,remember'', ALL TREES HAVE SEEDS.

53
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Look at the definition onee more. Notice that it says that trees

have one main stem. Another word for a tree's stem is its trunk.'
4

A tree is a kind of plant. It has roots,
,

leaves, and seeds. It also has one main stem that

is woody, Trees are perennial.

Look carefully at these figures. .

9. 10.

Figure 9 is a picture of a tree. You,can see that it only hap .one

min stem or trunk Figure 10 is a picture of a shrub. Shrubs have many

stems. or-
/,4

Remember, ALL TREES HAVE ONE MAIN STEM.
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1 .4 .
The definition'of tree also says that a, tree's step (or. trunk) Is

woody... Look at the'definition again.

E

-

A'tree 'Is a kind of plant. It skies roots, .

leaves, and seeds. also has" one main stem that

is woody. Trees are perennial.

+ft ^
6

6 ,

c

, .

' The definition states that fteed'have woody'sterlis. You remekber what

a woody stem is. 4 is a stem thht is hard' he wiSr throus
-

Ne 6

.Look carefully at these fignies.,

11.

;44/11Pc:

'

'Figure 11 is 0.-pleturebf,a,tree with a woody stem. It is hard and

solid all the way through. Figure-12 is a picture of a kind of flower
-

. I . A
called a lady'sI4pper. ft has a soft stem. Think about the stems of tulips,

of ciandeliOns. They are,...soft, too. Now think aboa the'trunk of a tiee.

'It is hard andwoody.

.

Remember, ALL TREES ilAVE WOODY STEMS.
r'7,-
ati

4.

ei



Here is the definition'again.

4

49

A tree is a kind of plant& It has roots,

leaves, and seeds. It also has one main stem that

is woody. Trees are perennial.

The last thing the definition tells you is that trees are perennial.

Thatmeang,treescan live for many yeari. Do you remember, the word .

perennial -from yesterday?

4

;

**

Look Ai these figures -tvoiw..

figure ,13

rigure'14 is a

.

plants

is a picture

picture of a

,

, t.

of a tree that has lived 100 years. It ig perennial.

A

A

corn stalk. Corn 'stalks and many other kinds ,of
-, . .

. .. . .

are not perenalal'because.they ,die at the end of the growing season.
-..,

,. .
. A 4.

.4 .

Retember,

4:1

AlivIRM"AREPERENNIAL:

56
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Now look at all Of the important things to remember about trees.

have ROOTS

have LEAVES

ALL have SEEDS

TREES have ONE MAIN
0 tailed a trunk

have a WOODY STEM

\
LIVE FOR MANY,YEARS (PERENNIAL)

*

A plant must have all of these properties to be a tree. Some plants have

5

some of these properties, but unless they have all of them they are not trees.

For example, Tlants called herbs have roots, leave; and seeds. Some of them

even have one main stem and are perennial. But .herbs always have,sOft or

hollow stems. Their stems are not woody. Most flowers and vegetable's erg

herbs. A cactus is a kind of herb, too..

Shrubs are another good example of plants that h'ave some of the properties

of trees but not all of theM. Shrubs have roots, leaves, ana seeds. They also

'are perennial and are woody: But shrubs always have more than one main stem.

4

A shrub

11;')
t 1
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.,

Trees are Different

Now look at all of the trees you have seen so far in this lesson.

Even though they are all trees, they don't look exactly tlike.

r

1

.

-4--

Some are short and some are tall. Spme are wide and some are thin. Some

are coniferous trees (you.rememberthat means they have cones) that have

needle leaves and stay green all year. Some are deciduous trees that have

broad leaves which they lose in the fall.

58 :
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'

Trees also differ in the way that their branches grow. For example,

look at these branches. Each branch is growing opposite to another branch.

Now look at these branches. They are not growing opposite to each other.

They alternate. Only one branch grows out from any one place on the stem.

59
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Finally look at these branches. They are growing in what is called a

whorled pattern. Several branches emerge from the same spot on the stem.

Only coniferous trees have branches in a whorled pattern.

a

Try to, remember:

Only coniferous trees have branches that grow in a whorled pattern.

60
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If all trees don't look exactly alike, how do we know if a plant is a

tree? You know the answer to this question! We know a plant'is a tree if

we can answer YES to each of these six questions.'

1. Does it have roots?

2. Does it have leaves?

3. Does it have seeds?

4. Does'it have one main stem?
1,

5. Is the stem woody?

6. Is it perennial?

NOYES

YES) NO

ES ) NO

NO,.

YES

?? RIDDBES ??

Now you're going to do some,riddles about living things. Some will be

trees. Some will not. Some may even be animals!, Your job will be to decide

if each living thingis a tree. Each time you read a riddle about a different

1iving thing , ask yourself the six questions about trees. If you can answer'

--..7N
YES to each^of the six questions, you will know that the living thing is a

tree. Turn the page and begin.

Read each riddle carefully. If you are not sure of an answer, reads the

riddle again. 0.k. Turn-the page and begin.

GPO 8011-71115-
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Remember, your job is to tell if the answer to the riddle is a tree'.

Read each rid+ carefully. Be sure to circle As or NO for every'question.

If the answer if YES to all six questions, it is a tree. 'If the answer is

NO to any of the questions, it is not a tree. If you are not sure of an

answer, read the riddle again.

Riddle 1. This living thing has longybots.and many needle leaves. Its

seeds grow inside cones." It.has.one,vain'stem celled a trunk.

that is very thick and woody. has been living for 50 years..
.e

0 Now answer these questions:
1

1. Does. it have roots?

2. Does it have leaves?

3. Does it have seeds?

-4: Does it have one main stem?

5. Id the-stem woody ?'`

6. Is it perennial?

YES NO

- YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

,Yg NO
P

7. Is it 'a tree? YES NO

/
-"Riddle 2. This living thing loves to fly. It,tias two big wings. It eats

. .

seeds and sometimes tiny leaves.' It lives inside of an old barn.

It is five.years old.

Does it have roots?

. Does it have leaves?

'3. Does it have seeds?

4. Does A have one main stem?,

5. Is the stem woody?

.6. Is it perennial?

7.' Is it a tree?

. 62

YES NO

YES, NO

YES NO

'YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

Ct)
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'ANSWERS

a

Here are the answers to Riddles 1 and 2. Did you get them right?

Next to the riddles are pictures of the living things the riddles are

about. Read tiie answer and then,do the riddles on the next pap.

ti

Riddle'l This living thing has long roots and many needle leaves. Its

seeds grow inside cones. It has one main stem called a trunk

that is very thick and woody. It has been living for 50 years.

1. ,Does it have roots?

2. 'Does it have ld'aves?

3. .Does iehave seeds?

YES NO

NO

(FiF, NO

4. Does it have one main stm? (E) NO

' ,5. Is the stem woody? YES) NO

6. Is it perennial?

r

7. Is it a tree? YES NO

Riddle 2 This living thing loves to fly. It has two big wings. It eats

seeds and sometimes tiny leaves. It lives inside of an old barn.

It is five years old.

1. Does it have roots?

2. Does it have leaves?

3. Does it have seeds?

4. Does it.have one main stem?

5. Is the stem woody?

6. Is it perennial?

7. Is it a tree?
.

4

F3

YES GIO;

YES (NO)

YES 60_

YES ,CO

YES CO

(YES/ NO

YES CO,
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Riddle 3 This living thing has one main stem. It is four years old. It

has seeds that come from flowers. Its leaves are big and broad.

The roots of this living thing go down very far into the ground.

Its one main stem Is woody.

1. Does it have roots? YES NO

2. Does it haveleaves? YES NO

3. Does it have seeds? YES NO

4. Does it have one main stem? YES NO

5. Is the stem woody.? YES NO

6. Is it perennial? YES NO

7. Is it a tree? YES NO

Riddle 4 This living thing is 20 /ears old. Its seeds are black and very

1

small. It has leaves and roots. Each of its six main stems is

woody.
..

1. Does it have roots?

2. Does ifhave leaves?

3. Does it have seeds?

4. Does it have one main 'tem?

5. Is, the stem'woody/

6. Is ft perennial?

7. Is it a tree?

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

.YES NO

YES NO

YES NO
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ANSWERS :

Here are the answers to Riddles 3 and 4. See if'you were right, then

turn the page lmd db'riddles 5 and 6.

isidle 3'. This living thinehas ono main stem. Its is four years old. It

has seeds that come from flowers. Its leaves are, big snd broad.

k'N

The roots of this living thing go down very far into the ground,

Its one main stem is woody.

1. Does it have roots?
, .

2. Does it'have leaves?

3. Does it have seeds?

4. Deedit have one main stem?

.5. Is the 'stem woody?

Iatt perennial?

7. Is it,atree?'

.Riddle 4 This living thing is 20 years, old. Its seeds are black and very

o
small. It has leaves and roots. Each of its ix main stems is

woody.

1. Does it have roots'?

2. Does it have leaves"'

3. Does it have seeds?

4. Does it have one' main stem?

5. Is the stem Woody?

6. Is it perennial?

7. Is it a tree?

/

YES) NO

(FES, NO

6j) NO

YES

& NO

ESQ NO

YES g
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Riddle 5 This living thing has four main stems that are soft. It has roots
a

and looks -like it has leaves, but has no real leaves. It has no

seeds and it will live for only one year 'What a strange thing!

1. Does it have toots? YES NO

2. Does it have leaves? YES NO

3. Does it have seeds? YES NO

4. Does it have one main stem?

5. Is the stem woody?

.6. Is it perennial?

7. Is it a tree?

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

Riddle 6 This living thing has real roots and leaves. It canlive in the

jungle. It has seeds and two main stems that are hollow. It

will live for many Tears. ,

1. Does it have roo ? YES NO
%s\

2. Does it have leaves? YES NO',..0
,

3. Does it have seeds? YES NO
';

4. Does it have one main stem?

5. Is the stem woody? YES NO'

6. Is it perennial? YES NO

7. Is it a tree? YES NO

YES NO
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ANSWERS

Here are the answers to Riddles 5 and 6. Read them and then try

Riddles 7 and 8 on the next page.

Riddle 5 This living thing has four main stems that are soft. It has roots

and it looks like it has leaves, but has no real leaves. It has no

seeds and it wilelive for only one year. What a strange thing!

1. Does it have roots? ESQ NO

2. Does it have leaves? YES (I0.)

3. Does it have seeds? YES (NO)

4. Does it have one main stem? YES NO)'

5. Is the stem woody? YES )

6. Is it perennial?

7. Is it a tree?

YES INIO)

YES 14)

Riddle 6 This living thing has real roots and leaves. It can live in the

-jungle. It has seeds and two main stems that are hollow. It will

live for many years.

1. Does it have rots?

2. Does it have leaves?

3. Does it have seeds?

4. Does it have one main stem?

5. Is the stem woody?

6. Is it perennial?

7. Is it a tree?

60 NO

4) NO

g) NO

YES Fi,

YES NO

(ii) NO

YES
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.Riddle 7 This .iving thing looks sad., It has broad leaves and drooping

1

branches. It has r6ts and seeds and one main stem that is hard and

solid all the way through. It is 25 years old.

1. Does it have roots?

2. Does it have leaves?

3. Does it have seeds?

4. Does it have one main stem?
0

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

5. Is'the stem woody? t YES NO
.

6. Is it perennial? YES NO

7. Is it a tree? YES NO

Riddle 8 This living thing is tall and thin. It hag needle leaves and its

seeds are enclosed. in cones. It has roots t1at go deep under the

'4
ground. Its one main'steM is woody: The'a,tem has 9 rings inside,

showing that it is almost 10 years old.

1. Does it have roots? YES .NO

2. Does it have leaves ?' YES NO

3. Does it have seeds? YES NO

4. Does it have one main stem? YES NO

5. Is the stem woody? ygs NO

6. Is it perennial?

7. Is it A tree?

YES ,NO

YES ,NO
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ANSWERS

I

f, And here are the answers to -Riddles '7 and "8.

Riddle 7 This living thing:looks sad. It has broad leaves and drooping

branches. It has roots and seeds. and one 'main stem that is hard and

solid all the' way through. It is 25 years old.

1. Mies it have roots? ES NO

2. Does it have leaves?
S, NO

3: Does it have seedi? ES NO

4. Doeg it have one main stem? YES' NO

5. Is the stem woody?
/410

6. Is it perendal? NO

7. Is it a tree?' og NO

Riddle 8' This living thing is tall and thin: It has needle leaves and its

t

seeds are enclosed in cones.
oot,

greund. Its one main stem is woody. The stem has 9,rings inside,

It has roots that go deep under the

showing that it is almost 10 years old.

1. Does it have roots?

2. Dolts it have leaves?

I
. I

3? Does it have seeds? .

'..

- .

4. 'Does it have one main stem?
. -

5. Is the stem woody?

6. Is it perennial?

7. Is it a tree?

69.

NO

NO

NO

YES. NO

(5' 14°

NO

YES NO

GPO 0011-761-4
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Now you have come to the Istt page of this, lesson. Do you know what a

..
.

tree s? Do you remember, that trees are a kind of plant? Do you, know how
-.

trees are different from other kinds of plants? Do you know the differences

among trees?

Read the definition once More. Then look at the pictures below. This*
. .

.about,the things you have learned.

4

'A tree iii.solirand of plant.- It has roots,

leaves, and,seeds. It also. has one,Main stem that

is woody. .Trees are perennial.

70

A

-16
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